For 11th October
Calculating angles
This week we have been looking at how to calculate missing
angles along a straight line and around a point.
I would like you to have a go at section A, B and C questions on
the sheet using what you have learnt this week.
Show your reasoning, explaining how you knew how to calculate
the angles.
Some things to remember:
∑ Angles on a straight line add up to 180o
∑ Angles around a point add up to 360o
∑ Angles within a triangle add up to 180o
∑ Angles with a quadrilateral add up to 360o

Now have a go at section D
Can you come up with your own problems?

Comments

Date set: Friday 6th October 2016

My score today

Date of test: Friday 13th October 2017

Mr Board’s Star Words:
apparent

out of 10

community

The words I still need to learn I have circled below:
symbol mystery lyrics oxygen symptom physical system typical crystal rhythm

The spelling pattern for this week is:
Words with ‘y’ making /ie/ phoneme
Spelling rule: In these words, the letter ‘y’ is acting as a vowel by making
the short vowel sound /ie/
Common examples of words with this spelling pattern include:

occupy
multiply
rhyme
hygiene
hyphen
What words can you find with this spelling pattern? If you can find some over
the week – come and write them on our Spelling Spot in the classroom for
others to see and learn from.

Star words will be:
apparent
community
What can you do to help you remember how to spell these words?

We have begun looking at mystery and suspense writing this week.
For your homework, I would like you to draw a spooky setting. It can b e a
house, room, town, woods, whatever you wish.
Write a paragraph describing your scene as if it were part of a story. It could
be that your main character has entered your scene or it could be the setting
for where your story begins.
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